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Zero Hour: A Post-Apocalyptic MM Romance Candlewick Press
In a world where life is disposable, two men fight to escape
oppression and find the truth...together. Ernest just turned thirty. It's
time for retirement, freedom from the tedious drudgery of his job as
a data clerk. Time to emerge from his pod and explore parts of the
city he's never seen before-to meet some actual people. And at the
end of the month? Time to die. Will, on the other hand, has met all
kinds of people in his sales career. He runs the counter at the
historic coffee shop, and when he talks, he sounds just like an old-
time data feed. He's striking, charismatic, and intriguingly risqu .
According to Will, it's possible to live much longer than the Deacons
have always claimed. Ernest wants to believe the heretical notion,
but what if it's all a big scam? He might be old enough to qualify for
the senior discount, but being around Will leaves him feeling
painfully naive...plus a few more intense emotions that are entirely
new. Religion, medicine, government-every authority insists thirty is
the end of the line, but now the seed of doubt has been planted.
Can Ernest summon his inner strength and go against everything
he's been taught? He longs to flee the city with Will-but without the
Deacons and their Reclaim machine, death will leave his soul
trapped in a decaying body for eternity. Zero Hour is a full length
standalone novel. If you're a fan of dystopian, post-apocalyptic MM
romance, don't miss this nail-biting tale of adventure, romance,
perseverance and self-discovery. This second edition was
previously published in 2011 and contains minor text revisions.
Odd Hours Open Road Media
LGBT Mystery Psychic Liam Baker can see things. Dead
people like to visit him and tell them how they were
wronged. Some might call it a gift, others a curse. But

either way, this ability makes him useful to Los Angeles
homicide detective Kimball Thompson. Some madman is
slitting the throats of young male prostitutes and then
dumping their bodies in the desert with vague clues of
pink feathers and the number five. Usually Liam can talk
to the spirits of the dead. But someone is blocking him.
Someone is taunting him. The case is rapidly
deteriorating into a violent, psychic pissing contest and
Liam can’t see far enough ahead to figure out who wins
or who dies.
Mnevermind 1 HarperCollins UK
FBI agent Rain, who fell from grace after a paranormal sighting,
and his ex, cold-case detective Daniel, pursue a case determined
to go nowhere. Is their second chance at romance headed the
same way?
Sleepwalker Torquere Press
For the past dozen years, Victor Bayne has solved numerous
murders by interrogating witnesses only he can see-dead
witnesses. But when his best friend Lisa goes missing from the
sunny California campus of PsyTrain, the last thing he wants to
find there is her spirit. Disappearing without a trace in a school
full of psychics? That's some trick. But somehow both Lisa and
her roommate have vanished into thin air. A group of fanatics
called Five Faith has been sniffing around, and Lisa's email is
compromised. Time is running out, and with no ghosts to cross-
examine, Vic can't afford to turn down any offers of help. An
old enemy can provide an innovative way to track Vic's missing
friend, and he enters into an uneasy alliance-even though its
ultimate cost will ensnare him in a debt he may never manage to
settle. The PsyCop series: PsyCop Partners (contains Among the
Living and Criss Cross) PsyCop: Property (contains Body & Soul
and Secrets) Camp Hell GhosTV
Quintana of Charyn Jcp Books
With the Leran threat laid to rest, Alec and Seregil are now able to

turn their attention to the ancient evil which threatens their land.
The Plenimarans, at war with Skalans, have decided to defeat their
ancient enemy by raising up the Dead God, Seriamaius. The early
attempts at this reincarnation--masterminded by the sinister Duke
Mardus and his sorcerous minion Vargul Ashnazai--once left
Seregil in a sorcerous coma. Now, an ancient prophecy points to
his continuing role in the quest to stop Mardus in his dread
purpose. Seregil's friend and Mentor, the wizard Nysander, has
long been the guardian of a deadly secret. In a secret, silver-lined
room hidden well beneath the Oreska, he has served for most of his
300 years as the keeper of a nondescript clay cup. But this cup,
combined with a crystal crown and some wooden disks, forms the
Helm of Seriamaius, and any mortal donning the reconstructed
Helm will become the incarnation of the god on earth. Nysander
holds the cup and Mardus the wooden disks--one of which was
responsible for Seregil's coma--but the crown must still be located.
Threatened under pain of death by Nysander to keep his quest a
secret even from his loyal companion, Alec, Seregil is dispatched to
find the last missing piece of the Helm so that he and Nysander can
destroy it. But this is only the beginning of one of his deadliest
journeys ever, for the prophecy also holds that four will come
together in a time of darkness, and gradually all that Seregil values is
placed at risk as he, Alec, Nysander and Micum are drawn into a
deadly web of terror and intrigue.
Murder House Psycop
The second PsyCop adventure finds the ghosts surrounding Victor
getting awfully pushy. The medications that Victor usually takes to
control his abilities are threatening to destroy his liver, and his new meds
aren't any more effective than sugar pills. Vic is also adjusting to a new
PsyCop partner, a mild-mannered guy named Roger with all the
personality of white bread. At least he's willing to spring for the
Starbucks. Jacob's ex-boyfriend, Crash, is an empathic healer who might
be able to help Victor pull his powers into balance, but he seems more
interested in getting into Victor's pants than in providing any actual
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assistance.
Seasons S.C. Wynne
The climactic conclusion of Printz Award winner Melina Marchetta’s
epic fantasy trilogy! Separated from the girl he loves and has sworn to
protect, Froi and his companions travel through Charyn searching for
Quintana and building an army that will secure her unborn child’s
right to rule. While in the valley between two kingdoms, Quintana of
Charyn and Isaboe of Lumatere come face-to-face in a showdown that
will result in heartbreak for one and power for the other. The complex
tangle of bloodlines, politics, and love introduced in Finnikin of the
Rock and Froi of the Exiles coalesce into an engrossing climax in this
final volume.
Long Time No See Jcp Books
Victor Bayne, the psychic half a PsyCop team, is a gay medium
who's more concerned with flying under the radar than in making
waves. He hooks up with Jacob Marks, a non-psychic (or "Stiff")
from an adjacent precinct and it seems like his dubious luck has
improved, when a serial killer with a gruesome M.O. surfaces--and
no one agrees what he looks like. Explicit gay content.
Skeleton Crew JCP Books LLC
Every day, Daniel Schroeder breaks his father's heart. While
forgetting your problems won't solve them, it does seem like it
would make life a heck of a lot easier. Daniel thought so once. Now
he knows better. He and Big Dan have always been close, which
makes it all the more difficult to break the daily news: the last five
years were nothing like his father remembers. They're both
professionals in the memory field-they even run their own memory
palace. So shouldn't they be able to figure out a way to overwrite
the persistent false memory that's wreaking havoc on both of their
lives? Daniel thought he was holding it together, but the situation
seems to be sliding out of control. Now even his own equipment
has turned against him, reminding him he hasn't had a date in ages
by taunting him with flashes of an elusive man in black that only he
can see. Is it some quirk of the circuitry, or is Daniel headed down
the same path to fantasy-land as his old man?
The Birthday Of The World and Other Stories JCP Books LLC
Gay, black and proud--and like no other homocide detective in
the history of the NYPD--Pharoah Love finds himself in the
middle of a most baffling case. Someone with a serious grudge is
knocking off mobsters in unusual ways. In pursuit of clues, Love
investigation takes him from a luxurious brothel to a Russian
nightclub with a temperamental diva. "A tight plot, well-developed
characters, and sharp, dry wit make this one of gay literature's best

mysteries." - Booklist
PsyCop S.C. Wynne
The hunt is on. Pretty young men and women like Michael’s best
friend, Scary Mary, are disappearing from underground goth clubs
all over Detroit. For over two years, Michael has been scouring the
midwest for buried newspaper articles and obscure medical
reports, and now he’s finally pinpointed the source of the
problem. Too bad he can’t exactly go to the cops and tell them
his friend was murdered by vampires. Since it’s his duty to start
wiping out the scourge, he’s posing as bait—and he’s got a bag
of sharpened hickory stakes to do the job. Everything should go
smoothly, given the amount of preparation that Michael has put
into the hunt. He’s got a practiced repertoire of come-hither
eyeliner looks and a full blister-pack of the date rape drug
Rohypnol. But he didn’t count on Wild Bill showing up. Wild
Bill is a vision in spiked hair and scuffed black leather—exactly the
type of guy Michael would have fallen for⋯if he’d ever had the
chance. Unfortunately, with a vampire in his sights, Michael has no
time for an actual date. Despite his best efforts, it seems there’s
nothing Michael can do to shake Bill loose. Looks like they’re in
for a wild, wild ride.
Payback (Channeling Morpheus #1) Penguin
Does everyone have a certain "type" they end up with...whether they
want to or not? If Ray Carlucci's ex is anything to go by, Ray likes his
men gorgeous, rebellious, and chock-full of issues. But now that Ray is
single again, he has a shot at a fresh start--a very fresh start, since his
tattoo shop was gutted by repo men and he can fit all his belongings in
the trunk of a cab.Ray's shiny new chauffeur's license lands him a job as
a driver for an elderly couple on Red Wing Island. It's a cold fall, and
since the Michigan island is the summer home to snowbirds who fly
south for the winter, it's practically deserted--save for Ray's new
household and a sculptor named Anton Kopec, who works day and
night twisting brambles and twine into the distorted shapes of macabre
creatures. Compelling, bizarre, and somewhat disturbing...not just the
sculptures, but the artist, too. Ray has a feeling Anton is just his
"type."Despite their scorching chemistry, when a dead body is
unearthed by some workers and a freak ice storm traps them all on the
island, Ray can't say for certain that his new flame isn't capable of
murder.
Compromising Positions JCP Books LLC
The foundation of superstition is ignorance. First Officer Paul Cronin has no
use for magical thinking-he's a logical guy, a skeptic who only believes what he
can see. When a new assignment on Flight 511 takes him directly through the
legendary Bermuda Triangle, he's not concerned about losing his aircraft to

supernatural forces. He's busy trying to hook up with handsome flight
attendant Dallas. Dallas seems eager to oblige at the airport, but his ardor cools
quickly when he finds out he and Paul are now on the same crew. Then the
turbulence hits, and Paul soon discovers there's more to the Bermuda Triangle
than made-for-TV movies. While trying to decipher his cryptic predecessor's
notes and guide Flight 511 around the Triangle phenomenon, Paul attempts to
piece together a relationship with Dallas. It seems that forces-both paranormal
and mundane-are stacked against them. Can Paul navigate a successful course
through the turbulence while he finds a way into Dallas' heart? Turbulence
Collection contains the following novelettes: Into the Bermuda Triangle,
Autopilot Engaged, Red-Eye Dawn, Connecting Flight, Black Box, Flying
Blind, Radio Silence, and Final Boarding. 77,000 words - gay content
A Queer Kind Of Love Jcp Books
Gay Mystery. In Book Two, Psychic Liam Baker and Detective Kimball
Thompson have embarked on a romantic relationship after battling the deadly
and powerful psychic, Steven Pine months ago. They ended his brutal killing
spree of young male prostitutes, and he’s safely in jail. But when someone
starts murdering young college girls, some disturbing clues seem to lead back
to Steven Pine. But he’s locked up and awaiting trial. There’s no possible
way he could be involved in the new murders. Yet Liam can’t shake the
chilling feeling that Pine has somehow figured out a way to reach out from his
jail cell to continue murdering innocent victims.
P. S. I Spook You Hachette UK
The latest Odd Thomas thriller from the master storyteller. A mystery in
Magic Beach, California has lured Odd to the small town by the ocean
-- but is it the call of the deep or the cry of the desperate?
Hemovore Jcp Books
A Sookie Stackhouse short story collection from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Charlaine Harris. Together in one edition,
five stories from Harris’s supernatural Louisiana town of Bon
Temps, featuring telepathic waitress Sookie Stackhouse. In “Fairy
Dust,” Sookie must use her talents to help fairies in danger. In
“One Word Answer,” Sookie comes face to face with some
unpleasant family secrets. Sookie gets an unexpected—though not
unpleasant—present while celebrating the Prince of Darkness’s
birthday in “Dracula Night.” Sookie’s witchy friend Amelia
helps Sookie on a case in “Lucky.” And in “Giftwrap,”
Sookie fights to overcome holiday blues until she has a surprising
chance encounter.
Among the Living Open Road Media
DIVThe heroine of Compromising Positions returns to investigate a
disappearance/divDIV/divDIVWhere did Courtney Logan go? The
former investment banker turned suburban dilettante had not lived in
Shorehaven for long, but had begun to establish herself there. Her small
business—a video production company dedicated to filming
newborns—was taking off, and she seemed to have settled into life
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outside of the big city. Then, suddenly, she disappeared./divDIV
/divDIVJudith Singer wants to find her. Two decades after the thrilling
case of a murdered dentist, the Long Island housewife is now town
historian—and recently widowed. She needs a hobby, and Courtney
Logan’s disappearance seems like just her kind of fun./divDIV
/divDIVThis ebook features an illustrated biography of Susan Isaacs,
including rare photos from the author’s personal collection./div
Shadow's Edge Dreamspinner Press
Move over Brothers Grimm, these are not your Mother Goose's
fairy tales. Twisted: that's what Torqued Tales is all about. Taking a
familiar fairy tale and turning it a few degrees off center, making it
something new. And sexy. The authors of Torqued Tales have
taken some of our old favorites, such as Sleeping Beauty, the Little
Red Riding Hood, and Pinocchio, and given them a romantic,
sensual, and homoerotic slant. Sean Michael, BA Tortuga, Julia
Talbot; all of your favorite authors are here, with stories that are as
irreverent as they are faithful to tales we all know and love. CB Potts
has given the Emperor's New Clothes a hilarious retelling, where
two tailors of magical cloth give every man in sight a whole new
lease on clothing. Kara Larson's The Nature of the Beast takes on
Beauty and the Beast, Kiwi style. And Kiernan Kelly looks at Puss
in Boots in a whole new light in The Master Cat. By turns rib-
shaking funny and steamy hot, these fairy tales are not the morality
plays we remember from our childhood. This light-hearted fantasy
anthology will keep you turning the page, eager to get your Grimm
on and see what the best Torquere authors can do with a little
tradition, a lot of imagination, and healthy dose of heat.--From
back cover.
Shadow's Return Darkwind Press
Mark Hansen thought working as artist's assistant would be glamorous,
especially if that artist was a vampire. Black tie events, witty repartee, gracing
the pages of the local style section.... Didn't happen. Not even once. Jonathan
Varga is an enigma. True, he's quiet, generous, and scrupulously polite. But he
has zero social life, refuses to be interviewed or photographed, and insists he
can only consume feline blood. Why supermarket blood won't suffice, Mark
hasn't asked. He's rarely at a loss for words-he can dish an insult and follow it
with a snap as quick as you can say "Miss Thang." But one look at Jonathan's
black-as-sin gypsy eyes, and Mark's objections drain away. So he endures the
perpetual grind of their routine: Jonathan hiding in his studio, swiping black
paint onto black canvases. Mark hurling insults while he buffs the office to a
shine with antiviral wipes. Each of them avoiding the other in a careful
choreography...until a blurb in Art in America unleashes a chain of harrowing
events. As secrets from Jonathan's past are brought to light, it becomes clear
that all his precautions weren't nearly enough.
Night Game Jcp Books

DIVA Long Island housewife investigates the murder of a local dentist in
Isaacs’s classic mystery of the dark side of suburbia/divDIV/divDIV
Though she can’t admit it to herself, Judith Singer is bored. Each
morning she kisses her husband on his way to work, and each evening
she fixes him dinner. Three nights a week, they make tepid love. Life in
their Long Island split-level is a ho-hum affair, but when a local dentist is
murdered in his office, Judith’s curiosity gets the better of her./divDIV
/divDIVJudith soon learns that Dr. Fleckstein’s private life wasn’t as
immaculate as his smile, and anyone in town might be the murderer.
And when her neighbor becomes the chief suspect, Judith must find the
real killer or risk losing her only friend in all of suburbia./divDIV
/divDIVThis ebook features an illustrated biography of Susan Isaacs,
including rare photos from the author’s personal collection./div
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